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Abstract
Today, lexicographers can avail themselves of several commercial and freely distributed dictionary
writing systems (DWS). Nevertheless, there is still a group of users whose requirements are not
satisfied by existing DWSs. In various lexicographic forums, there is a growing demand for freely
available DWS that allows customization of the dictionary microstructure. In accordance with such
requests, a new project was developed as part of the DEB (Dictionary Editor and Browser) platform.
DEBWrite is implemented as a multi-platform web application based on open standards. It allows
users to create and share a new dictionary without any difficult configuration or advanced technical
skills. According to a defined entry structure, the editing form and the public dictionary browser
are generated automatically. DEBWrite supports small and larger team cooperation when working
on the dictionary content. Access rights management for the created dictionary involves three levels
of user roles: a manager, an editor, and a reader. It is possible to publish the resulting dictionary in
various formats, both for human readers, and for external applications (e.g. NLP-related applications
that need to work with lexicographic data). The dictionary may be published in an online form, or
in formats suitable for print preparation.
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1. Introduction
There are several software tools available for dictionary creation and publication, both commercial
(e.g. IDM DPS (IDM DPS, 2006) or TLex (Joffe and de Schryver, 2004)), and freely available
(e.g. Mātāpuna (Moskovitz, 2004)). During the development of the DEB (Dictionary Editor and
Browser) lexicographic platform (Horák and Rambousek, 2007; Horák et al., 2008), we have designed
and implemented many lexicographic projects with complex entry structure or management. On
the other hand, we have also experienced demand for dictionary writing software in the form of
small size dictionaries with entry structure, usually by a small lexicographic team with limited
resources for their project. For such teams, existing free tools are too limiting, and commercial
tools are too expensive. Several such dictionaries were created using the DEB platform tools. For
example, the Terminological Dictionary of Fine Arts by the Faculty of Fine Arts, Brno University
of Technology (Horák and Rambousek, 2007), or the Czech-English Dictionary of Ethnological
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Terminology by the The National Institute of Folk Culture1 . To fulfil the requirements for such
range of dictionaries, a new application of the DEB platform was developed, called DEBWrite.

2. The DEB platform
Utilizing the experience from several preceding lexicographic projects, we have designed and implemented a universal dictionary writing system that can be exploited in various lexicographic
applications to build distributed lexical databases. The system is called Dictionary Editor and
Browser, or the DEB platform (Horák and Rambousek, 2007, 2010). Since 2005, the DEB platform
was applied in more than 10 large international research projects. Large-scale applications based on
the DEB platform include the lexicographic workstation for the development of the Czech Lexical
Database (Horák and Rambousek, 2013) with detailed morpho-syntactic information on more than
213,000 Czech words, or the complex lexical database Cornetto combining the Dutch wordnet, an
ontology, and an elaborate lexicon (Horák et al., 2008). Currently ongoing projects include Pattern
Dictionary of English Verbs tightly interlinked with the corpus evidence (Maarouf et al., 2014),
Family names in Britain and Ireland (Hanks et al., 2011) providing detailed investigations for over
45,000 surnames to be published by Oxford University Press, or the dictionary of the Czech Sign
Language2 with an extensive use of video recordings to present the signs (Rambousek and Horák,
2015).
The DEB platform is based on the client-server architecture, which brings along a lot of benefits. All
the dictionary and interlinked data are stored on a server and a considerable part of the functionality
is also implemented on the server-side, consequently the client application can be very lightweight.
This approach provides very good tools for editor team cooperation; data modifications are immediately seen by all involved users. The DEB server also provides authentication and authorization
tools.
The server part is built from small, reusable parts, called servlets, which allow a modular composition
of all services. Each servlet provides different functionality such as database access, dictionary search,
morphological analysis or a connection to corpora. The overall design of the DEB platform focuses
on modularity. The data stored in a DEB server can use any kind of structural database (or consult
several databases and join them into one compact dictionary storage) and prepare and combine
complex results of answers to user queries without the need to use specific query languages for each
data source. The main data storage is currently provided by the Sedna XML database (Fomichev
et al., 2006), which is an open-source native XML database providing XPath and XQuery access
to a set of document containers. Several DEB applications also work with connections to standard
relational databases, such as PostreSQL or MySQL, or to specialized data providers, such as the
geographical information system GRASS or a morphological analyser.
1
2

http://www.nulk.cz
http://www.dictio.info
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The user interface, which forms the most important part of a client application, usually consists of a
set of flexible complex forms that dynamically cooperate with the server parts. Client applications
can be implemented in any programming language that allows to interact with the DEB server
using the available server interfaces.
Client applications communicate with servlets using standard HTTP requests in a manner similar
to a popular concept in web development called AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) or
using the SOAP protocol3 . The data are transported over HTTP in a variety of formats – RDF,
XML documents, JSON-encoded data4 , plain-text formats, or marshalled using SOAP.
The main assets of the DEB development platform can be characterized by the following points:
– All the data are stored on the server and a considerable part of the functionality is also implemented on the server, while the client application can be very lightweight.
– Very good tools for (remote) team cooperation; data modifications are immediately seen by all
the users. The server also provides authentication and authorization tools.
– Server may offer different interfaces using the same data structure. These interfaces can be
reused by many client applications.
– Homogeneity of the data structure and presentation. If an administrator commits a change in the
data presentation, this change will automatically appear in every instance of the client software.
– Integration with external applications.

2.1

Linked Data

The term Linked Data refers to a methodology for publishing and interlinking structured data online.
This methodology was proposed by Berners-Lee in 2006 (Berners-Lee, 2006; Bizer et al., 2009), who
outlined four rules of how data are required to meet for easy sharing and interconnecting:
1. objects are identified by an URI5 (e.g. http://dbpedia.org/page/Brno),
2. URI identifiers are HTTP links, where people or software tools can access the data,
3. useful information are provided on given URI, using the appropriate standards (like RDF) (the
previously mentioned page contains links to the same information in multiple formats, RDF is
provided at http://dbpedia.org/data/Brno.rdf),
4. other objects are referenced using their URIs to get more information (e.g. link from the
Brno.rdf to http://dbpedia.org/resource/South_Moravian_Region).
All resources stored in the DEB platform can be published using the Linked Data methodology.
The DEB platform provides the tools for Linked Data presentation and the decision how to release
the data lies with the author. Linked Data requirements are satisfied in the following manner:
3
4
5

http://www.w3.org/TR/2007/REC-soap12-part0-20070427/
http://www.json.org/xml.html
Uniform resource identifier (Berners-Lee et al., 2005)
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1. use URIs as names – each entry has a unique URI identifier,
2. use HTTP URIs – through the DEB platform API, entries are accessible on HTTP URI,
3. provide useful information using standards – when linking to an entry URI, the data are displayed
either in raw XML format, or converted to RDF or other defined format,
4. link to other URIs – the DEB platform enables to link to other resources if provided by the data
author.
These requirements are fully embraced in DEB-based projects, DEBVisDic (Horák et al., 2006) and
the KYOTO project (Horák and Rambousek, 2010, 2009), where all the information were released
as Linked Data.
Berners-Lee later published a rating system for the distributed data, while expanding the term
Linked Data to Linked Open Data – which means Linked Data that are released under an open
licence. This rating system is aimed especially at government agencies to encourage them to publish
valuable (and reusable) information. The importance of Linked Open Data is acknowledged for
example by the European Union, funding projects like LOD2 (large integrating project to develop
tools, standards and management methods for Linked Open Data) or Open Data Portal (catalogue
of data available for reuse). The rating system follows these principles:
–
–
–
–
–

1
2
3
4
5

star – the data are available on the web in any format, with an open licence.
stars – the data are published in machine-readable structured format.
stars – the data use non-proprietary format.
stars – W3C open standards (RDF and SPARQL) are used to identify objects for linking.
stars – the data contain links to other resources to give context.

The DEB platform offers a full support to the dictionary publisher to disseminate the dictionary
content as Linked Open Data:
1. published online with an open licence – this has to be decided by the data authors, but the DEB
platform enables releasing data on the web.
2. available as machine-readable structured data – documents in the DEB platform are stored in
an XML format which is machine-readable.
3. non-proprietary format – XML is a standardized format.
4. use open standards from W3C (RDF and SPARQL) – XML format itself is the W3C standard,
but to conform with this requirement more precisely, documents are converted to RDF format.
5. link to other resources – the DEB platform enables interlinking to other resources.
As demonstrated, the only limitation is the decision of the data authors regarding the licensing.
When this is resolved, the DEB platform enables to publish all documents as Linked Open Data.
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Figure 1: Setting the entry structure.

3. The DEBWrite application
The DEBWrite application is implemented as a multi-platform web application, utilizing HTML5
and JavaScript standards6 that allow full interoperability and dynamic adaptations to current dictionary interfaces. The DEBWrite application allows users to create and share a new dictionary
without any complicated configuration or advanced technical skills. Based on experience with dictionaries in the DEB platform, a default entry structure is proposed that fits many dictionaries
(also with terminological dictionaries in mind). Each entry is composed of a top level information (headword and its variants, grammatical information, domain/category) and any number of
meanings (each containing explanation and usage examples). Translations to various languages,
cross-references to other entries (with relation type), collocations, and external references may be
included on the entry level or meaning level. Within the dictionary definition form, users may alter
the entry structure in a graphical interface (see Figure 1) – deleting unnecessary information or
adding new entry fields, changing labels, or altering the option lists (relation types, languages for
translations, domains...).
According to the updated entry structure, the editing form and the public browser are generated
automatically. See Figure 2 for an example of the editing form. The dictionary website design is fully
customizable via CSS stylesheets or templates that are used for output generation. XSLT templates
are used as a default option, however HandlebarsJS template engine7 is also evaluated. Based on
the user feedback, the preferred template engine might be changed in the future DEBWrite updates.
The authors may either edit the source code of the output generating files, or select some of the
variables (e.g. colours and font styles) in the graphical interface (see Figure 3). In future versions,
more detailed graphical interface to change the output layout will be added. Each dictionary may
use multiple output templates to provide different dictionary previews based on user settings.
6
7

with jQuery, https://jquery.com/, and jQuery UI, https://jqueryui.com/, libraries.
http://handlebarsjs.com/
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Figure 2: Example of the editing form automatically generated from the settings.

The DEBWrite dictionary editor also supports upload of multimedia attachments (e.g. large figures,
audio or video recordings) to supplement the entries. The authors need to specify a special field type
in the entry structure for file uploads. The server detects the attachment type (e.g. image, video,
audio) and displays the multimedia content in an appropriate form for the output. See Figure 4 for
an example of multimedia file upload and output.
In cases, when the lexicographers have some information prepared in advance, DEBWrite can simplify the start of the dictionary creation process. A common scenario includes the situation, where
DEBWrite imports a list of headwords and automatically creates corresponding empty entries prepared for expert editing. Another scenario works with the requirement of moving rich existing
structured data to DEBWrite. In such cases, DEBWrite can import a (part of the) full dictionary in
the XML format. As of now, the imported file must follow the XML structure used in the DEBWrite
application internally. However, a conversion between different (compatible) XML structures is a
matter of applying an XSLT template conversion. Future versions of DEBWrite will support also
import of data in custom XML format.
The application also supports an export to standard XML file. Preprocessed XSLT templates are
included to export converted dictionary data into an HTML format for online publishing. For printed
or electronic edition in PDF, the data are converted to LATEX and subsequently to PDF format.
To enhance the possibility to share and re-use lexicographic resource sharing, DEBWrite also provides the data in the form compliant with the Linked Data methodology (see section 2.1). The
decision about the data licensing and access control lies entirely on the dictionary authors, however
DEBWrite provides the tools needed to make the sharing easy.
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Figure 3: Example of output design customizations.

Figure 4: Output representation of various media attachment types.

One of the major advantages of the DEBWrite application lies in its support of a team cooperation
on the dictionary preparation process. DEBWrite classifies authorized users into one of three possible
user roles: a manager, an editor, or a reader (see Figure 5 for example of user access management).
– The user who created the dictionary is the dictionary manager. Managers may alter any dictionary settings. They may grant access to the dictionary to other users, specifying their role.
Managers are able to edit all the dictionary entries and set an entry for publication. The manager
may also decide to make published entries publicly available, which means that no password is
needed to browse the dictionary (this might be regarded as a fourth user role in the dictionary
access management).
– An editor may edit entries before they are set to be published.
– Readers may browse and navigate through the published entries and their attachments with
advanced search capabilities.
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Figure 5: User access management.

4. Conclusions
We have introduced a new customizable and freely available dictionary writing system named DEBWrite. The application prototype is currently in public testing, available at http://deb.fi.muni.
cz/debwrite. As a part of testing, the Terminological Dictionary of Fine Arts was converted to
DEBWrite from the original application (where the editing form functionality was originally limited
to the Firefox browser only), allowing multi-platform editing and providing better user experience.
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